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Country Roads, The Place I Belong: HighwayWorkers' Bonding in FieldWork

Road construction has been one of the main symbolic enterprise of Turkish State, with

its implications to modernity. In its Republican context, 'bringing roads' meant, before

all, bringing electricity, hospitals and schools to remote corners of Turkey. Shifting from

railroad to highway system, the state established in 1950 The General Directorate of

Highways, known as Karayollari. Turkey's highway policy consisted on training a new

generation of engineers abroad, mainly in the US, familiarizing them with modern

models of mechanized work and maintenance equipment. Karayollari; employees were

thus considered themselves 'very different' from other state employees, sharing a sense

of superiority due to their specialized training. The 'difference' also lied at the

administrative level which foregrounded meritocracy. This paper looks at the history of

the highway construction in Turkey through the experience of its directors, employees

and workers. Using both the published memoirs of influential figures of Karayollari, and

the interviews with other employees and workers, it tries to examine the sense of

bonding among them. Narratives about the Karayollari; experience show how this

bonding relates to the collectively shared fieldwork days. Be it engineers or workers, all

Karayollari employees recall their "survival in the middle of nowhere." While localities

and its people changed, stories of hardships and joy are often linked to a continual

sense of achievement of 'bringing modernity'. One other important aspect was

therefore also the encounter of the engineers and workers with the remote towns and

villages which had no roads. Karayollari oral history project reveals this domain of

narratives on building a communal identity through a work experience often expressed

with senses of achievement and bonding.

This paper is planned to be part of the following panel:

"Memory of Labor in Turkey: On narratives of highways, shoes and film-making".
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"Memory of Labor in Turkey: On narratives of highways, shoes and film-making" –

Shoemaking andmemory

Beykoz Kundura Shoe Factory is a multilayered site which leads us to a journey of

discovery. Once a state-owned enterprise, Kundura has transformed today into a

creative hub where the heart of TV-Film industry beats. This world of film sets and the

space with its historical factory buildings are merged in such a way that, while fictional

stories filmed in real time, real life stories are felt like a fiction. Since 2015, an oral history

project is conducted with the factory's former employees, where interviews reached

100 people. Their narratives show how the site of the Kundura harbored their soul as a

"warm bosom", "a mother", "a father". When the factory got privatized in 2002, I had the

opportunity to pass my childhood in this space as well, when my family bought the

estate and my mother developed the film plateau business in time. This paper is

therefore a dialogic encounter between the past language of the space with former

employees narratives and my own being, my memory and my relation to the factory.

There is also an encounter between material culture and narratives. Different

experiences assign new meanings to historical buildings, machines and tools, which

makes the researcher feel like an archaeologist of industrial memory. One final aspect is

related to the bodily responses like gestures and behaviors of former employees, when

they first encounter the factory after long years of separation. The oral history project

also benefited from the state and factory archives. Therefore, this paper brings together

the material, written and oral history of Kundura. Through this process, I also realized

that rediscovering the deeply rooted identity of Kundura, affected my art, as site, which

deeply shaped my identity, my essence and my place in the world at large.
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Out of sight, therefore nonexistent? The Invisible Labor of CinemaMaking in

Turkey

The cinema industry in Turkey lived its most prolific years between 1950-1980. During

this period, based on audiences' preferences, movie theater owners put a high demand

on producers, who – to maximize commercial profit – almost produced a feature-film

per week. Creating its own stars, the driving force in the industry was more profit rather

than artistic achievement. This enforced movie production resulted in longer work

hours, frequent abuse of labor rights and workplace accidents. With no copyright law,

producers had absolute ownership rights of the films. Except these power holders and a

few prominent directors and movie stars, a large population of the film industry has

been undocumented. Except some personal archives, there has not been a

comprehensive documentation of the most productive years of Turkish cinema. It is

also very difficult to reach accurate numbers or information about the work of this

period. Some films are missing, while their memory survived, as there is still a

significant number of people who had worked during those prolific years. As oral histoy

would be the only way to fulfill the needed historical knowledge, Mithat Alam Film

Center initiated "The Visual Memory Project of Cinema in Turkey" in 2005. Among 70

cineastes interviewed until today, 16 of them were laborers, including light chefs,

cameramen, editors, sound technician, poster designers, movie theater employees and

set workers. One of the major finding of the project was to illustrate the fragility of

cinema labor, as reaching out people other than the director, producer and stars proved

to be extremely difficult, as many moved to other sectors. The project also gives

visibility to the sound of women workers who suffered from pay inequality,mobbing,

and leaving their job after marriage. The project also highlighted the labor of Greek and

Armenian presence in early cinema-making in Turkey.
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